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Tomorrow is Giving Tuesday
And it really is about tomorrow.
It has become a wonderful tradition and one that is worthy of putting on your
calendar. Since 2012 the idea of one non-profit organization has now grown
into a movement to mark the first Tuesday after Thanksgiving as Giving
Tuesday- a day to celebrate and support the amazing work of non-profits
that make the world a better place for all of us. Especially for those who need
help in times of crisis.
Because that's what tomorrow is for so many of our neighbors. A time of crisis.
By now you have probably seen at least one image of the long lines of cars that
can stretch for 2 miles or longer in some cities as people seek a basic essential:
food. And you may have heard some of their stories that all seem eerily similar
because, of course, in our current crisis hunger isn't just in our neighborhoodit's in EVERYONE'S neighborhood. "This is the first time I have ever needed to
reach out for help like this". "I don't know how how I could feed my family
without this food." "I never expected to be here...but here I am." At THCA we
hear these same stories every day.
We are so grateful for those who have already shown their support
through their gifts this holiday season. Because we know that every
dollar counts and will provide MULTIPLE meals for our neighbors
in need. And because we know the need will continue to grow in
2021 and, well, 2021 is almost here.
So if you haven't yet had an opportunity to support our work OR the work of a
non-profit whose mission speaks to your heart then Giving Tuesday is a great
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time to do it. Put it on your calendar and then set an automatic,
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annual reminder for the first Tuesday after Thanksgiving...because
every year these worthy organizations are working hard every day!

Our amazing volunteers from the GA National Guard loading cars with
food!
Please help us stock the pantry this holiday season.

Our volunteers pack and distribute over 20,000 pounds of food
every week. And every indication is that the need will grow in
2021. A box of food (almost 50 pounds of both fresh and nonperishable food) will feed a family of four for 5 days or more.
Click here to see what goes into a typical food box .

These volunteers are getting another storeroom ready at THCA so we
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more supplies of food for more neighbors in need in 2021.Translate
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Since the Covid-19 outbreak the need has doubled since March. Our
volunteers are working hard to meet these needs but they need your help. So
during Giving Tuesday we're asking for your help. Please help us "Stock
the Pantry" to feed more hungry and homeless neighbors in 2021 by
clicking the DONATE button below. And if you've already supported us
this fall please consider forwarding to a friend!
DONATE
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